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A double concern to start with
Today any credible reflection on future developments has to
engage with scientific and technological innovation as a
central force, driving and shaping change;
Yet, this comes with a double concern

(1) that this pressure for optimizing our research systems
towards accomplishing these short-term goals is creating
major disfunctionalities; and

(2) that the ‘general public’ might not fully understand and
appreciate the significance of science and technology and
consequently might not provide adequate support.
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Are we obsessed with anticipation ...
• increasing attention devoted to anticipating, transforming and/or

controlling societal futures
• Innovations play a pivotal role in realising „our future“
• “future” plays a political strategic role

o in arguing for and justifying certain technoscientific choices
o in implementing “surveillance structures” (e.g. indicator systems, bench

marks, rankings, …)
o in requesting compliance and support from citizens in the name of a

specific future to be achieved
• „future“ ––or futures––have become key-actors in contemporary

governance of technoscience and society
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Futures with deadlines & threats
The „if-we-do-not ... then“ futures

• continuous situation of countdown: 2020, 2030, 2050
• Linear imaginary of the „roadmap to ...“
• strong promissory discourses that should guide our choices
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The feeling of crisis
• Frequent confrontation with the idea that science (but

also many other systems) finds itself in a crisis
→ concern that they might not be able to contribute to a

specific future
→ reflections gravitate around identifying specific

moments/elements which have lead to the crisis
→ observed disfunctionalities (trust, fraud, unattractive

careers, …)
→ not sufficiently appreciated by “the public”
→ look for solutions to get “out of the crisis”
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Competition and the „winner takes all“ imaginary
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Expectation and promises:
Innovation

• EU policy discourse as example (e.g.
European Research Area Board)
• „Preparing Europe for a New Renaissance“ (2009)
• „Realising the New Renaissance“ (2010)
• „The New Renaissance: Will it happen? Innovating out

of crisis“ (2012)
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More Ideas = More growth
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Image taken from the Horizon 2020 Promotion video



Some obvious tensions emerge

(1) „seeling science“ meets 
„lives in science“
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Public information, education, entertainment,
attraction ....

Do you ever want to learn, but don't want to go through the rigmarole of reading things
and writing notes and paying proper attention to very dull people in hot, busy
classrooms? Don't worry, Edinburgh has the solution for you.
http://edinburghfestival.list.co.uk/festival/edinburgh-international-science-festival/



When we want to make scientific careers
attractive 

● When the scientific community and science policy makers
have the feeling that the next generation of young people
is turning away from choosing science as a future profession
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The Guardian, 9/12/2013

“The disposable academic - Why doing
a PhD is often a waste of time“

The Economist, 16 December 2010

28 MARCH 2013 |
NATURE

Unsustainable hypercompetitive system .... discouraging outstanding students .... rushing
into print ...  (PNAS 16/111, 2014)
 



Struggling over authority beyond the lab
 
● When the predominant consensus within science diverges

from what people in general seem to believe.
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Some obvious tensions emerge

(2) „efficiency“ meets 
„academic citizenship“
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Re-timing research

• Efficiency narrative: Treating time as a physical
resource ! think about compressing it, squeezing
an ever-increasing amount of activities into a same
time unit and cherishing this as a sign of efficiency
and as an unquestionable value of success in
contemporary societies (Castells 1996)

• efficiency in the use of time – timing, tempo and
temporality become important moral categories

• Temporal fragmentation of lives and work
• projectification of research: the project becomes the

central unit of work; time/output relations; fragmentation
of epistemic workDepartment of Science and Technology Studies



Lagging behind, losing the race ...

• industrialisation of research: disproportionate growth of the
segment of younger researchers, who constitute the flexible
workforce

• Demands on researchers
• creation of risk management strategies in order to deal with

“embodies anxieties” (Sigl 2015)
• researchers are individually regarded as responsible for creating

continuity out of these fragmented bits and pieces and to keep
moving at high speed

• Imaginary of the impossibility to halt
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Do metrics matter?
an increasingly  important question for policy makers and scientists alike

(image from NATURE Vol 465|17 June 2010)
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http://www.europeanmovement.ie/ymip-conference-on-responsible-research-and-innovation/
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Times Higer Education,
29/01/2015

And what about the third mission?



Some obvious tensions emerge

(2) „response-ability“ meets 
„new bureaucracies of virtue“
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Arranging with accounting structures

Response-ability (as a capacity to react to new
challenges in a value-sensitive manner) or rather
account-ability (only what can be counted counts)
„Form“isation of reflexive work: „the discrete charm
of the form“ (Becker 2007) creating both „tangible
evidence“, standardisation and control (as in the case
of informed consent)
Ritualization trap (ad some communication to
everything)

! “The New Bureaucracies of Virtue” (Jacob &
Riles 2007)
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Arranging with accounting structures
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• “ethics-to-go”
• “toolkit”-approach to the question of responsibility
• ‚selling‘ or ‚seducing‘  – even though partly disguised as

open form of interaction
 



What if .... it is not about a temporary
crisis?

• Turbulent times
 

• confronted with multi-sited governance of science and society, incl.
different actors and their value systems

• turbulent times (turbulentus (lat.): full of commotion, restless, ....);
simultaneous rapid changes; points at the fact that the novel
challenge lies in the fact that rapid, simultaneous and continuous
changes come with turbulences ! need to learn how to live with,
accompany and govern such sociotechnical change processes.

 
! need to attend to the science-society relations in new
ways
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Science

society

Society

science
a corpus of objective knowledge, an
institution with clear boundaries, a

location of authority over explanation

a practice, a process
deeply intertwined with society
and diverse valuing principles

multiple,
context-specific,

situated constellations

a stable, rather
undiffentted entity

Different approaches to
science-society issues

More attention needed
activities with focus on

process and
outcome-open engagement

 
Past & partly
present focus

classical communication
and dissemination activities

How is this all related to how we
think about science and societies?



Logic of care, attention to processes
instead of a logic of choice and control

committment to foster
our    response-

abilities
turbulent times
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ultimately this also means rethinking communicative practices



Felt et al. (2013)
http://sts.univie.ac.at/science-in-society/
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